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THE INDUCED SUBGRAPH OF THE UNITARY CAYLEY GRAPH
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Abstract. Let R be a finite commutative ring and R� be the group of units of R. The unitary
Cayley graph of R, denoted by G.R/, is the graph obtained by setting all the elements of R
to be the vertices and defining vertices x and y to be adjacent if and only if x � y 2 R�. We
denote by � .R/ the induced subgraph of G.R/ whose vertex set is R�. In this paper, the basic
properties of � .R/ are investigated and some characterization results regarding connectedness,
chromatic number, chromatic index, girth and planarity of � .R/ are given. In addition, by using
the concept of spectrum of graphs, it is shown that for two finite commutative rings R and S , if
� .R/ is non empty, then � .R/ Š � .S/ as graphs if and only if R=J.R/ Š S=J.R/ as rings,
where J.R/ and J.S/ are the Jacobson radicals of R and S , respectively. As a consequence of
this result, we obtain that the structure of a reduced ring R can be determined by � .R/.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of algebraic structures, using the properties of graph associated to them,
becomes an interesting topic in the last years. There are many papers on assigning
a graph to a ring, for example see [6], [8], [12] and [28]. For additional historical
background the reader is referred to the article [24], which also contains references
to recent work in this area. Our main object is to establish connections between ring
theoretic properties with the properties of the associated graph.

For the sake of completeness, first we state some definitions and notions used
throughout to keep this paper as self contained as possible. The graph in this paper
are simple, that is they have no loops or multiple edges. For a graph G, let V.G/
denotes the set of vertices, and let E.G/ denotes the set of edges. For x 2 V.G/
we denote by N.x/ the set of all vertices of G adjacent to x. Also, the degree of x,
denoted dG.x/, is the size of N.x/. The maximum degree of G denoted by �.G/.
The union of two simple graphs G and H is the graph G [H with the vertex set
V.G/[V.H/ and the edge set E.G/[E.G/. If G and H are disjoint, we refer
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to their union as a disjoint union, and denote it by GCH . The disjoint union of n
copies of G is denoted by nG.

Let G be a graph. For two vertices x and y of G, a path of length n between x
and y is an ordered list of distinct vertices x D x0;x1; :::;xn D y such that xi�1 is
adjacent to xi for i D 1; ::;n. The distance between x and y, denoted by d.x;y/, is
the length of shortest path between x and y (d.x;x/D 0 and d.x;y/D1 if there is
no path between x and y). The largest distance among all distances between pairs of
the vertices of a graph G is called the diameter of G and is denoted by diam.G/. A
cycle in G is a path that begins and ends at the same vertex. The girth of G, denoted
by gr.G/, is the length of a shortest cycle in G (gr.G/D1 if G has no cycles). A
graph G is called connected if for any vertices x and y of G there is a path between
x and y. Otherwise, G is called disconnected. A graph with no edges is called an
empty graph.

A graph in which each pair of distinct vertices is joined by an edge is called com-
plete graph. We denote the complete graph on n vertices byKn. Let r be a a positive
integer. A graph is called r-regular, if all its vertices have degree r . A graph is
called r-partite if the vertex set admits a partition into r classes such that vertices in
the same partition class are not adjacent. A 2-partite graph is also called bipartite
graph. An r-partite graph is called complete if every two vertices in different parts
are adjacent. A complete r-partite graph with part sizes m1;m2; :::;mr is denoted by
Km1;m2;:::;mr

.
Throughout this paper, all rings are assumed to be finite commutative with non-

zero identity. For a ring R, we denote by R� and J.R/ the group of units of R and
the Jacobson radical of R, respectively. For a set X , jX j denotes the cardinal of X .
Also, Fpn denotes the field with pn elements and Zn denotes for the ring of integers
modulo n and following the literature, we write

D2.R/D f

�
a b

0 a

�
ja;b 2Rg:

It is well known that every finite commutative ring can be expressed as a direct
product of finite local rings, and this decomposition is unique up to permutations
of such local rings (see [7, Theorem 8.7]). Throughout the paper we assume the
following:

Assumption 1. RDR1�� � ��Rn is a finite commutative ring, where Ri is a local
ring with maximal ideal mi of order mi , 1� i � n. We assume �i W Ri �! Ri=m is
the canonical map and fi D jRi=mi j and

f1 � f2 � : : :� fn:

For other notations not mentioned in the paper, one can refer to [7] and [30].
The Cayley graph introduced by Arthur Cayley in 1878 is a useful tool for con-

nection between group theory and the theory of algebraic graphs. The unitary Cayley
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graph of a ring R, denoted by G.R/, is the graph whose vertex set is R, and in which
two vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if x�y 2 R�. For some other recent
papers on unitary Cayley graphs, see [1], [2] and [4]. Let � .R/ be the induced sub-
graph of G.R/ whose vertex set is R�. This paper studies the graph � .R/ and the
main motivation is the fact that a reduced ring R can be determined by � .R/ (see
Corollary 6.4). The graphs � .Z2/, � .Z3/, � .Z5/ and � .Z3�Z3/ are presented in
Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1.

The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we give some basic properties
of � .R/. In Section 3, we determine the number of component of � .R/. Also,
we completely characterize the diameter and girth of � .R/. In Section 4, we give
a necessary and sufficient condition for the planarity of � .R/. In Section 5, some
characterization results regarding chromatic number and chromatic index of � .R/
are given. For two finite rings R and S , the question of when � .R/ Š � .S/ as
graphs, implies that R Š S as rings is very interesting and this kind of question has
been studied extensively in [3], [5] and [18]. In the final section, by using the concept
of spectrum of graphs, we show that, if � .R/ is non empty, then � .R/ Š � .S/ as
graphs, if and only if R=J.R/Š S=J.R/ as rings.

2. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF � .R/

In this section we study some basic properties of � .R/. The following proposition
is well-known, but a simple proof of it is included here for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 1. LetR be a finite local ring with maximal ideal m. Then there exists
a prime number p such that jR=mj, jRj and are all power of p.

Proof. For a groupG, we denote the order of an element x 2G by ordG.x/. Since
F DR=m is a field, there exists a prime number p such that jF j is a power of p. Let
nD jRj and q be a prime divisor of n. Then there exists x 2R such that ordR.x/D q.
Since ordF .xCm/ is a power of p and divides q, we must have q D p. Therefore
jRj is a power of p, which implies that jmj is also a power of p �
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The direct product (sometimes called tensor product or category product) of two
graphs G and H , denoted by G �H , is the graph with vertex set V.G/� V.H/
specified by putting .x1;y1/ adjacent to .x2;y2/ if and only if x1 is adjacent to x2 in
G and y1 is adjacent to y2 in H .

Theorem 1. Let R be as in Assumption 1. Then
(1) � .R/ is a

Qn
iD1.jRi j�2jmi j/-regular graph,

(2) � .R/Š � .R1/� � � ��� .Rn/.

Proof. (1) Let 1 � i � n and Ri=mi D fmi ;ai1Cmi ; :::;ai.fi�1/Cmig. If xi is
an arbitrary element of R�i , then there exists 1� k � fi �1 such that xi 2 aikCmi .
ThereforeN.xi /D[j¤k.aijCmi / and so d� .Ri /.xi /D .fi�2/jmi j D jRi j�2jmi j.
It follows that d� .R/.x1; :::;xn/D

Qn
iD1.jRi j�2jmi j/.

(2) The assertion follows easily from the fact that R� DR�1 � � � ��R
�
n. �

Theorem 2. Let .R;m/ be a local ring. Then
(1) � .R/ is a complete multipartite graph whose partite sets are the set of all

cosets of m except m,
(2) � .R/ is a complete bipartite graph if and only if jR=mj D 3.

Proof. (1) Let jR=mj D f and R=mD fm;a1Cm; :::;af �1Cmg. Then � .R/ is
complete bipartite with partites a1Cm; :::;af �1Cm.

(2) Let jR=mj D 3. Then it is easy to see that � .R/ is complete bipartite.
If jR=mj D 2, then � .R/ is non empty and hence � .R/ is not complete bipartite

graph. If jR=mj D n, where n > 3, then � .R/ is a complete n�1 partite graph and
hence � .R/ graph is not complete bipartite graph. Therefore if � .R/ is a complete
bipartite graph, then jR=mj D 3 and the proof is completed. �

Theorem 3. Let R be a finite ring. Then
(1) � .R/ has only one vertex if and only if RŠZn2 for some natural number n,
(2) � .R/ has only two vertices if and only if R Š Zn2 � S , where n is a non

negative integer, S ŠZ3, S ŠZ4 or S ŠD2.Z2/

Proof. (1) Let R be as in Assumption 1. If � .R/ has only one vertex, then jR�j D
jR�1 j � � � � � jR

�
nj D 1. Therefore jR�i j D jRi j � jmi j D 1 for each i . It follows from

Proposition 1 that jmi j D 1 and hence jRi j D 2. Therefore RŠZn2 for some natural
number n. The converse is easily.

(2) Follows easily from [11, Corollary 4.5]. �

3. CONNECTIVITY, DIAMETER AND GIRTH

We begin with the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. Let R be as in Assumption 1. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) � .R/ is non empty,
(2) f1 ¤ 2,
(3) R=J.R/ does not contain a summand isomorphic to Z2,
(4) every element of R can be expressed as the sum of two units.

Proof. .1/H) .2/ Trivial.
.2/H) .1/ Let fi ¤ 2 for all 1 � i � n. Then f1 � 3 and hence there exists two

elements a D .a1; : : : ;an/ and b D .b1; : : : ;bn/ of R� such that ai � bi 62 mi for all
1� i � n. Therefore a and b are two adjacent elements of � .R/, and hence � .R/ is
non empty.
.3/” .2/We haveR=J.R/ŠR1=m1�� � ��Rn=mn. By uniqueness of Wedderburn-

Artin Theorem ([21, Theorem 3.5]), we have that f1 D 2 if and only if R=J.R/ has
a summand isomorphic to Z2.
.3/” .4/ Follows from [22, Theorem 1]. �

Theorem 5 ([17, Theorem 5.29]). Let G and H be graphs with at least one edge.
Then G�H is connected if and only if both G andH are connected and at least one
of them is non bipartite. Furthermore, if both G and H are connected and bipartite,
then G�H has exactly two components.

Theorem 6. Let R be as in Assumption 1. Then � .R/ is disconnected if and only
if f1 D 2 or fn D 3.

Proof. Follows easily from Theorems 2(2), 4 and 5. �

The following theorem determine the number of components of � .R/. For a graph
G we write k.G/ for the number of components of G.

Theorem 7. Let R be as in Assumption 1. Then

k.� .R//D

8̂̂<̂
:̂
jR�j if f1 D 2;
2r�1 if f1 D �� � D fr D 3 and frC1 > 3;
2n�1 if f1 D �� � D fn D 3;
1 otherwise:

Proof. If f1 D 2, then � .R/ is an empty graph and hence k.� .R//D jR�j.
If f1 D �� � D fn D 3, then we see easily by induction that

� .R/ŠKm1;m1
� � � ��Kmn;mn

Š 2n�1Km1:::mn;m1:::mn
:

So k.� .R//D 2n�1.
Now let there exists 1 � r < n such that f1 D �� � D fr D 3 and frC1 > 3. For

convenience, we will take S DRrC1� � � ��Rn. Then

� .R/ŠKm1;m1
� : : :�Kmr ;mr

�� .S/Š 2r�1Km1:::mr ;m1:::mr
�� .S/:

Since � .S/ is a connected non bipartite graph, Theorem 5 implies that k.� .R//D
2r�1.
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If f1 > 3, then by Theorem 6, � .R/ is connected and hence k.� .R//D 1. This
completes the proof. �

The following theorem shows that the diameter of � .R/ has five possibilities.

Theorem 8. Let R be as in Assumption 1 and jRj> 2. Then

diam.� .R//D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:
1 if R is a field;
0 if fn D 2;
1 if fn > f1 D 2 or f1 D f2 D 3;
3 if f1 D 3;f2 � 4;
2 otherwise:

Proof. Let a D .a1;a2; :::;an/ and b D .b1;b2; :::;bn/ be two arbitrary distinct
vertices of � .R/. We consider the following cases:

(1) R is a field. Since jRj > 2, � .R/ is isomorphic to KjRj�1 and hence
diam.� .R//D 1.

(2) fn D 2. Then by Theorem 3(1), � .R/ has only one vertex and hence
diam.� .R//D 0.

(3) fn > f1 D 2 or f1 D f2 D 3. Then by Theorem 2, � .R/ is disconnected and
hence diam.� .R//D1.

(4) Now let n� 2, f1 D 3 and f2 � 4. We consider two cases:
Case 1: �1.a1/D�1.b1/. In this case, For each 1� i � n, we choose a vertex ci of

� .Ri / such that �i .ci / 62 f�i .ai /;�i .bi /g. Set c D .c1; c2; :::; cn/. Then a;b 2N.c/.
It follows that d.a;b/D 2.

Case 2: �1.a1/¤ �1.b1/. We consider two subcases:
Subcase 1: If �i .ai /¤ �i .bi / for all 2� i � n, then a and b are adjacent. There-

fore d.a;b/D 1.
Subcase 2: Suppose that �i .ai / D �i .bi / for some 2 � i � n. For each 1 �

i � n, if �i .ai / ¤ �i .bi /, we set ci D bi and di D ai and if �i .ai / D �i .bi /,
we choose ci ;di 2 R�i such that jf�i .ai / D �i .ai /;�i .ci /;�i .di /gj D 3. Now set
c D .c1; c2; :::; cn/ and d D .d1;d2; :::;dn/. Then a;c;d;b is path between a and b.
Therefore diam.� .R//� 3. On the other hand, the vertices a and b neither adjacent
nor do they have a common neighbor, hence diam.� .R//� 3. So diam.� .R//D 3.

(5) nD 1, f1 � 3 and R is not a field. Then � .R/ is isomorphic to Km1;:::;mf1�1
,

where m1 D :::Dmf1�1 D jm1j � 2. It follows that diam.� .R//D 2.
(6) n� 2, f1� 4. Since fi � 4 for each 1� i � n, we can choose ci 2R�i such that

�i .ci / 62 f�i .ai /;�i .bi /g. Set c D .c1; c2; c3; :::; cn/. Then a;b 2 N.c/. It follows
that d.a;b/ � 2. On the other hand, if x D .x1;a2; :::;an/ is a vertex of � .R/ such
that �1.x1/¤ �1.a1/, then a and x are not adjacent, and so d.x;a/ � 2. Therefore
diam.� .R//D 2. This completes the proof. �

The following theorem shows that the girth of � .R/ has four possibilities.
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Theorem 9. Let R be as in Assumption 1. Then

gr.� .R//D

8̂̂<̂
:̂
1 if f1 D 2;orRŠZn3;
6 if f1 D :::D fn�1 D 3;fn D 4;
4 if f1 D :::D fn�1 D 3;fn � 5;
3 otherwise:

Proof. Consider the following cases:
(1) f1D 2. Then Theorem 4 implies that � .R/ is non empty and hence gr.� .R//D

1.
(2) f1 D :::D fn�1 D 3 and fn D 4. In this case, we have

gr.� .R//D gr.Km1;m1
� � � ��Kmn�1;mn�1

�Kmn;mn;mn
/

D gr.2n�2Km1:::mn�1;m1:::mn�1
�Kmn;mn;mn

/

D gr.Km1:::mn�1;m1:::mn�1
�Kmn;mn;mn

/

D 6:

(3) f1 D ::: D fn�1 D 3 and fn � 5. In this case, since � .R/ is bipartite, we
have gr.� .R// � 4. For each 1 � i � n� 1, choose elements ai ;bi of Ri such that
jf�i .ai /;�i .bi /gj D 2. Let xn;yn;´n;wn of Rn such that
jf�i .xn/;�i .yn/;�i .´n/;�i .wn/gj D 4. Now let

x D .a1;a2; :::;an�1;xn/;

y D .b1;b2; :::;bn�1;yn/;

´D .a1;a2; :::;an�1;´n/;

w D .b1;b2; :::;bn�1;wn/:

Then x;y;´;w;x is a cycle of length 4, and hence gr.� .R//D 4.
(4) f1 D �� � D fn D 3. Then

� .R/ŠKm1;m1
� � � ��Kmn;mn

Š 2n�1Km1:::mn;m1:::mn
:

So gr.� .R// D 4 if m1:::mn > 1 and gr.� .R// D 1 if m1 D ::: D mn D 1 (i.e.,
gr.� .R//D1 if RŠZn3).

(5) Finally, suppose that f1 � 4. Let ai ;bi ; ci be elements of Ri such that
jf�i .ai /;�i .bi /;�i .ci /gj D 3. Let

aD .a1;a2; :::;an/;

b D .b1;b2; :::;bn/;

c D .c1; c2; :::; cn/:

Then a;b;c;a is a cycle of length 3, and hence gr.� .R// D 3. This completes the
proof. �
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4. PLANARITY

A graph is said to be planar if it can be drawn in the plane such that its edges
intersect only at their ends. A subdivision of an edge is obtained by inserting into
this edge some new vertices of degree two. A remarkably simple characterization of
planar graphs was given by Kuratowski in 1930. Kuratowski’s Theorem says that a
graph is planar if and only if it contains no subdivision ofK5 orK3;3 (see [9, Theorem
10.30]). Also if G is a planar graph, then G contains a vertex of degree at most five
(see [9, Corollary 10.22]).

The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient condition for the planarity
of � .R/.

Theorem 10. Let R be a finite ring. Then � .R/ is planar if and only if � .R/ is
empty or R is isomorphic to one of the following rings:

Zr3�F4;Z
r
3;Z

r
3�F4�F4;Z

r
3�Z5;Z

r
3�Z9;Z

r
3�D2.Z3/ .r � 0/:

Proof. Let R be as in Assumption 1 and let 1 � i � n. By Theorem 1, we may
assume jRi j D p

˛i

i and jmi j D p
ˇi

i , where p is a prime number and ˛i is a natural
number and ˇi is a non negative integer. Now consider the following cases:

(1) p˛i

i � 2p
ˇi

i D 0. In this case, we have fi D 2 and hence � .Ri / is an empty
graph.

(2) p˛i

i �2p
ˇi

i D 1. In this case, we have pi D 3, ˛i D 1 and ˇi D 0. So jRi j D 3
and hence Ri ŠZ3.

(3) p˛i

i � 2p
ˇi

i D 2 for some i . In this case we have pi D 2, ˛i D 2 and ˇi D 0.
So jRi j D 4 and hence Ri Š F4.

(4) p˛i

i �2p
ˇi

i D 3. If ˇi D 0, we have jRi j D 5 and hence Ri Š Z5. If ˇi ¤ 0,
we have pi D 3, ˛i D 2 and ˇi D 1. So Ri ŠZ9 or Ri ŠD2.Z3/, by [26, Theorem
3(4)].

(5) p˛i

i �2p
ˇi

i D 4. In this case we have pi D 2. If ˇi D 0, then 2˛i�1D 3, which
is a contradiction. So we must have ˇi ¤ 0. Therefore ˛i D 3 and ˇi D 1, which is
again a contradiction by [26, Theorem 3(1)].

(6) p˛i

i � 2p
ˇi

i D 5. If ˇi ¤ 0, then pi D 5 and hence 5˛i�1 D 3, which is a
contradiction. So, in this case we have ˇi D 0. Therefore ˛i D 1 and so Ri Š Z7.
(Note that � .Z7/ is not planar).

Since � .R/ is planar, the (minimum) degree of vertices of � .R/ is at most five.
So
Qk
iD1.p

˛i

i �2p
ˇi

i /� 5. Therefore either � .R/ is an empty graph or there exits a
non negative integer r � 0 such that R is isomorphic to one of the following rings:

Zr3�F4, Zr3, Zr3�F4�F4, Zr3�Z5, Zr3�Z9, Zr3�D2.Z3/.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that if R is isomorphic to one of the above

rings, then � .R/ is planar. This completes the proof. �
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5. CHROMATIC NUMBER AND CHROMATIC INDEX

Let G be a graph. A k-colouring of the vertices of G is an assignment of k
colours to the vertices of G in such a way that no two adjacent vertices receive the
same colour. The chromatic number of G, denoted by �.G/, is the smallest number
k such that G admits a k-colouring.

LetG andH be two graphs. Since the projectionsG�H �!G andG�H �!H

are homomorphisms, we have �.G�H/�minf�.G/;�.H/g. One of the most chal-
lenging open problems in the context of direct products of graphs is Hedetniemi’s
Conjecture (see [15, Page 51]). The Hedetniemi’s conjecture asserts that for all
graphs G and H ,

�.G�H/Dminf�.G/;�.H/g:
This conjecture is also known as Lovász-Hedetniemi conjecture. The following the-
orem shows that this conjecture is true in the special case:

Theorem 11. Let R and S be two finite rings. Then

�.� .R/�� .S//Dminf�.� .R//;�.� .S//g:

Proof. Let R be as in Assumption 1. First of all, we show that �.� .R//D f1�
1. We have �.� .R// � �.� .R1// D f1� 1. Now let ai1; :::;ai.f1�1/ be pairwise
adjacent vertices of � .Ri /. Then

.a11;a21; :::;an1/;

.a12;a22; :::;an2/;

:::

.a1.f1�1/;a2.f1�1/; :::;an.f1�1//;

are pairwise adjacent vertices of � .R/. Therefore �.� .R// � f1 � 1 and hence
�.� .R//D f1�1. Now let S D S1� :::�Sm, where Si is a local ring with maximal
ideal ni , gi D jSi=ni j and g1 � g2 � :::� gm. Then

�.� .R/�� .S//Dminff1�1;g1�1g/Dminf�.� .R//;�.� .S//g:

This completes the proof. �

An k-edge colouring of a graph G is an assignment of k colours to its edges so
that no two edges incident to same vertex the same colour. The chromatic index of
G, denoted by �0.G/, is the least k for which G has an k-edge colouring. Vizing’s
Theorem ([29]) gives us a basic way of classifying graphs into two classes. A graph
G is of Class 1 if �0.G/D�.G/ and of Class 2 if �0.G/D�.G/C1. The following
theorem determines the class of � .R/.

Theorem 12. Let R be a finite ring. Then

�0.� .R//D

�
�.� .R//C1 if jR�j is odd;
�.� .R// if jR�j is even;
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Proof. If G D � .R/ is a graph of odd order, then jE.G/j > �.G/bV.G/
2
c, that is

G is overfull graph. Therefore [10, Corollary 8.18] implies that G is of Class 2.
Now let R be as in Assumption 1. If G is a graph of even order, then there exits

1� i � n such that � .Ri / is a graph of even order. By [25, Corollary 2.7], � .Ri / is
of Class 1 and [27, Theorem 4.4] implies that G is of Class 1. �

6. ISOMORPHISMS

The adjacency matrix of a graph is the matrix with rows and columns indexed by
its vertices such that the .i;j /-entry is equal to 1 if vertices i and j are adjacent and 0
otherwise. The eigenvalues of a graph are eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix, and the
spectrum of a graph is the collection of its eigenvalues together with multiplicities.
If �1; :::;�k are distinct eigenvalues of a graph G and m1; :::;mk the corresponding
multiplicities, then we denote the spectrum of G by

Spec.G/D
�
�1 ::: �k
m1 ::: mk

�
;

that is, the multiset of eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of G. For example, for
n > 1, we have

Spec.Kn/D
�
n�1 �1

1 n�1

�
:

The energy of a graph G with n vertices and with eigenvalues �1; :::;�k is defined
as

".G/D

kX
iD1

j�i j:

The energy of a graph was introduced in [13] in the context of mathematical chem-
istry. Since then it has been studied extensively; see for example [14], [16], [19]
and [23]. As usual, we use N for the set of all natural numbers.

Theorem 13. Let n.i/;m.j / 2 N n f1g, where 1 � i � r and 1 � j � s. IfQr
iD1Kn.i/ Š

Qs
jD1Km.j /, then r D s and there is a permutation � of f1;2; :::; rg

such that n.i/Dm.�.i// for all 1� i � r .

Proof. Let G D
Qr
iD1Kn.i/, H D

Qs
jD1Km.j /, a D

Qr
iD1.n.i/� 1/ and b DQs

jD1.m.j /�1/. Since G is a-regular and H is b-regular we must have aD b. On
the other hand, ".G/D 2ra and ".H/D 2sb. So r D s. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that

n.1/�� � � � n.r/;

m.1/�� � � �m.r/:
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We prove that n.i/Dm.i/ for all 1� i � r . Since .�1/r�1.n.1/�1/ 2 Spec.G/ and
.�1/r�1.m.1/�1/ 2 Spec.H/, we must have n.1/Dm.1/.

On the contrary let i be the smallest number such that n.i/ ¤ m.i/. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that m.i/ < n.i/. Let C � f1;2; ::; i � 1g. Let X
and Y be the multisets of .�1/r�jC j

Q
i2C .n.i/�1/ and .�1/r�jC j

Q
i2C .n.i/�1/,

respectively. By the assumption, jX j D jY j and hence as multisets we have Spec.G/n
X D Spec.H/ nY . Therefore .�1/r�1.m.i/� 1/ 2 Spec.H/ nY . So there exists a
subset C � f1;2; ::; r � 1g such that C 6� f1;2; ::; i � 1g and .�1/r�1.m.i/� 1/ D
.�1/r�jC j

Q
i2C .n.i/�1/, which is a contradiction. �

We note that the above theorem is proved in [20], when n.i/;m.j / 2Nn f1;2g.

Lemma 1. Let R be as in Assumption 1. Let � .R/ be a non empty and let x;y be
two vertices of � .R/. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) x�y 2 J.R/,
(2) N.x/DN.y/.

Proof. .1/ H) .2/ Let u 2 N.x/. Then u�x 2 U.R/. We claim that u 2 N.y/.
Suppose on the contrary that u 62 N.y/. Then there is a maximal ideal m of R such
that u�y 2 m. Therefore u�x D .u�y/C .y�x/ 2 m, which is a contradiction.
It follows that N.x/�N.y/. A similar argument shows that N.y/�N.x/.
.2/H) .1/ Suppose that x�y 62 J.R/. Let x D .x1; :::;xn/ and y D .y1; :::;yn/.

So there exists 1 � i � n such that xi �yi 62 mi . Since f1 ¤ 2, there exists j́ 2 Rj
such that yj � j́ 62mi for all 1� j ¤ i � n. Let

´D .´1; :::;´i�1;xi ;´iC1; :::;´n/:

Then ´ 2N.y/nN.x/, which is a contradiction. �

We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 14. Let R and S be two finite rings such that � .R/ is non empty. If
� .R/Š � .S/, then the following hold:

(1) R=J.R/Š S=J.S/,
(2) jJ.R/j D jJ.S/j,
(3) jRj D jS j.

Proof. (1) Let f W � .R/ �! � .S/ be a graph isomorphism. Define

f W � .R=J.R// �! � .S=J.S//

xCJ.R/ 7�! f .x/CJ.S/

The above lemma implies that f is an isomorphism. By [7, Proposition 1.10] or [21,
Theorem 3.5], the ringsR=J.R/ and S=J.S/ are direct product of finite fields. Since
two finite fields are isomorphic if and only if they have the same number of elements,
Theorem 13 implies that R=J.R/Š S=J.S/.
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(2) Let R be as in Assumption 1 and let S D S1 � � � � �Sm, where Si is a local
ring with maximal ideal ni such that jS1=n1j � ::: � jSm=nmj. By Part (1), we have
R=J.R/Š S=J.S/. It follows that

� .R1=m1/� � � ��� .Rn=mn/Š � .S1=n1/� � � ��� .Sm=nm/:

In view of Part (1), we have nD m and jRi=mi j D jSi=ni j for all 1 � i � n. Then
.jRi j�jmi j/=jmi j D .jSi j�jni j/=jni j for all 1� i � n. It follows that jR�j=jJ.R/j D
jS�j=jJ.S/j. Since jR�j D jS�j, we have jJ.R/j D jJ.S/j.

(3) Follows easily from the Parts (1) and (2). �

We recall that a ring R is called reduced if R has no non-zero nilpotent elements.

Corollary 1. Let R and S be two finite rings such that R is a reduced ring and
� .R/ is non empty. If � .R/Š � .S/ as graphs, then RŠ S as rings.

Proof. SinceR is reduced, we have Nil.R/D 0 (Nil.R/ is the intersection of prime
ideals of R). On the other hand, since R is finite, every prime ideal of R is maximal.
Hence J.R/DNil.R/D 0. By Theorem 14(2), we have J.S/D 0. Now the assertion
follows from Theorem 14(1). �
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